
BB Chill Out
Luxurious pampering for those who deserve it.



BB Chill Out in a nutshell
Outcomes:
▪ Loyalty towards you and your organization.
▪ Daring, energized, inspired and creative group.
▪ Memories and stories that will spread around.

Gist of it:
Total relaxation and ultimate 
luxury with a bit of adventure 
included. It is guaranteed that 
your best performers know 
you appreciate their efforts.
❏ Wholly customizable 

incentive trip with an 
itinerary for 5-14 days.

❏ Team Bonding and 
Expeditions can be 
added to the program.

❏ Best experiences, top 
accommodation, theme 
parties and luxurious 
venues included.



Traditional welcome
We welcome you in a traditionally Sri Lankan way at the venue of your choice.



Kawadi Kawadi 

...It can be done in style!



You choose the
ACCOMMODATION



In Luxury Hotels



In Nature



On the Beach



In a Mobile Hotel Anywhere



You choose the
EXPERIENCES



Safaris



Buddhist Meditation



Party Boat



4WD Rally



Kandyan Dancing



Lake Exploration



Sightseeing



Campsite Party



Mangroves



Hot Air Ballooning



Tuktuk Rally



Tribal Night



Mystery in a Train



Dolphin Spotting



Whale Watching



Sri Lankan Night



Relaxation



Destination: Sri Lanka

Known as the Pearl of the Indian Ocean, the tropical island paradise of Sri Lanka has 
managed to preserve its cultural history that dates back millennia. The original spirit 
of Buddhist kindness as well as abundance of unspoiled biodiversity still remains.



Hospitality & Serendipity
Few places in the world can offer the visitor 
as remarkable combination of stunning 
landscapes, pristine beaches, captivating 
cultural artefacts and unique experiences 
within such short distances:

● 8 UNESCO World Heritage Sites
● 1,330 km of coastline
● 15 national parks
● 500,000 acres of lush tea estates
● 250 acres of botanical gardens
● 350 waterfalls
● 25,000 water bodies
● an unmatched cultural heritage that 

dates back over 2,500 years

Yet, in the end, it is the unique Sri Lankan 
hospitality and serendipitous positive 
surprises that you will cherish in your 
memories for the rest of your life.



Ready for the journey of a lifetime?

Let's co-design
this together!

Hajreen Juhara
Solution Explorer
haj@bb.lk
+94 71 066 2227
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